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ABSTRACT: A new covert luminescent anticounterfeiting (AC) technology was developed by employing combinatorial chemistry
and concentration-dependent stimulus-responsive luminescent patterns. Oxygen-sensitive materials are carefully tailed to be inkjet
printable and to form luminescent color inks. The inks are placed in the tanks of a jet printer. The printed luminescent patterns
exhibited multilevel and highly secured AC features. Unlike conventional luminescent AC technology that solely relies on
luminescent molecules/nanoparticles, the new technique utilizes the following features to fight counterfeiting: (1) the combination
of luminescent oxygen-sensitive probes (OSPs) and the oxygen-permeable matrix (OPM), (2) the unique nonlinear oxygen-
responsive behavior, (3) the local oxygen concentration, and (4) a luminescence lifetime reading device. The virtually unlimited
number of codes is mainly due to the following features: (a) an almost endless number of combinations of OSPs and OPMs and (b)
the nonlinearity of the Stern−Volmer plots that describe quenching of luminescence by oxygen. This combinatorial chemistry
strategy makes it very difficult for counterfeiters to find the right composition even when the chemical composition of the
luminescent molecules/nanoparticles was known. Information encrypted via this new methodology exhibits extremely high security,
as counterfeiters need to identify all (not part of them) the following security measures: (1) the right combination of OSPs and
OPMs, (2) the right chemical stimulus (here oxygen), (3) the proper oxygen concentration, and (4) the correct luminescence
lifetime values.

■ INTRODUCTION

Anticounterfeiting (AC) is an enduring hot issue that spans
almost the whole history of human society and commercial
activities. AC technologies have been widely intertwined with
our daily lives, and they can be easily found in banknotes,
passports, certifications, identification cards, product labels,
packaging, plastic waste, genuine medicines, copyright
materials, and authorized documents, to name only the largest
applications. With the rapid development of new materials and
encryption/decryption techniques, techniques for AC have
been rapidly expanded from original watermarks to holograms,
color-shifting inks, guilloches, luminescent patterns, etc. They
have greatly enhanced information safety and also protect the
interests of copyright owners. Among these techniques,
luminescent patterns have attracted much attention because
of their ready availability in large varieties and ease of
manipulation of luminescent materials.1−3 They not only
possess vivid luminescent color for convenient visual readout
but also have characteristic spectra and luminescence lifetimes
for more advanced AC. These outstanding features made this
covert AC technique highly secure.

The first-generation luminescent patterns were created
utilizing unicolor fluorophores which are not visible in daylight.
Shining light at a certain wavelength (mostly UV light) on the
protected object, the invisible patterns appear with vivid
fluorescence color. Although these labels are still in use (such
as in banknotes), they are not truly secure anymore. There is a
vast pool of fluorescent materials showing the same color or
wavelength, and counterfeiters can easily find alternatives to
mimic the patterns. The second-generation luminescent
patterns show enhanced security by applying multiple modes
of luminophores or blends of luminescent materials. Patterns
created using multiple luminophores showed distinct encryp-
ted color/patterns at different excitation wavelengths,4−13

therefore exhibiting higher security. However, they are still
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fragile to sophisticated counterfeiters because luminophores
with different colors are readily available in different varieties.
Single fluorophores with multiple emission bands or multi-
mode emissions do exist, but they are relatively rare.2,14−16

Emerging materials such as lanthanide-doped nanocryst-
als,17−22 carbon dots,23 and perovskite nanocrystals4,11,24−26

showed unique multimode emissions. These include conven-
tional downshifted or upconverted luminescence,18,27−33 long
lifetime,23,34 and excitation-dependent10,35,36 and even
photo-31 or thermo-stimulated emission.28,32 Multiple pieces
of information can be encrypted in different emission modes
and create multilevel security, which increases the difficulties of
counterfeiting sharply. Their chemically tunable luminescent
features along with their unique multiband emissions (and
their corresponding intensity ratios) can further enhance
security when their characteristic spectra are analyzed.
Materials with long lifetime and long-persistent luminescence
are of high interest since information can be encrypted and
masked using short-lived fluorescence. The encrypted
information can be safely decrypted using a time-gated
imaging device37−39 or even read by the naked eye in the
case of long-persistent luminescence.12,13,40,41

Stimulus-responsive luminescent patterns possess the high-
est security ever. Such patterns show unique color/emission
spectra response under physical and chemical stimulus,
including irradiation,14,42−53 electricity,38,54 mechanical
force,55 heat,28,40,56−61 water,62 ions,63−65 gases,16 small
organic molecules,26 and their combinations.14,66 Some of
them even show dynamic color change over time after
exposure to irradiation.22,46,67,68 These represent the third
generation of luminescent AC technologies. Among these, the
chemical-stimulus-based AC technology exhibits outstanding
features in security because it is virtually impossible for
counterfeiters to enumerate all possibly useful chemicals to
identify the right chemical stimulus.
However, the Achilles’ heel of these technologies is that

information encryption highly relies on the luminescent
material itself. These kinds of molecules/nanoparticles are
relatively rare, and it is possible to use modern instrumental
analysis to decipher their chemical structure and composition.
Therefore, this technology still has the risk of being
counterfeited. The use of a wet or harsh chemical stimulus
can cause irreversible damage to the protected objects, which
are useful for a single-shot authorization. However, they are

not suitable for highly secured objects that need to be
repeatedly checked, such as in banknotes, passports, and
identification cards.
We are reporting on a new kind of AC technique that is

nonreplicable even if the chemical structures of luminescent
materials may have been deciphered. The technique utilizes a
combinatory chemistry strategy to fight against counterfeiting,
in which not only the luminescent materials were used as an
AC carrier but also the matrix embedding the luminescent
materials, the deciphering process, and even the reading device
were employed to combat counterfeiting. Figure 1 shows the
combinatorial chemistry strategy used to create luminescent
patterns. An oxygen-sensitive probe (OSP) and an oxygen-
permeable polymer matrix (OPM) were dissolved in mild
solvent and formed inkjet-printable luminescent inks. They
were printed onto a piece of paper to form luminescent
patterns. Owing to the large varieties of OSPs and OPMs, any
of their combinations will show unique nonlinear oxygen-
sensing property (1st level security, Figure 1). This uniqueness
makes it nearly impossible to duplicate the pattern even if the
kind of OSP is deciphered. The long luminescence lifetime of
OSP can be further explored to mask information by applying a
layer of short-lived fluorescent material (2nd level security).
Because of the nonlinear oxygen-responsive behavior, it is
possible to dynamically encrypt information in an oxygen-
concentration-dependent manner (3rd level security). The
one-to-one correspondence relationship between oxygen
concentration and luminescence lifetime can be further used
to enhance security.
The encrypted information can only be read correctly if all

(not a part) of the following requirements are matched: (1)
the right combination of OSP and OPM exists, (2) the AC
pattern is placed in the right stimulus (here oxygen) and
proper oxygen concentration atmosphere, (3) the instrument
for deciphering is set to the luminescence lifetime reading
mode with proper delay, and (4) the right lifetime value is
provided. In the worst scenario, the information can still be
kept secure if all three levels of security are broken. Thanks to
the nonlinear behavior of the oxygen-sensitive response, the
oxygen concentration and corresponding luminescence lifetime
value on the reading device can be immediately changed,
which is beneficial for on-site recheck. This triple-level
encryption strategy makes it practically impossible to be
duplicated or decrypted, and this warrants unsurpassed

Figure 1. Schematic illustration showing the information encryption and decryption processes of the gas atmosphere related AC platform. The
word “true” stands for encrypted information, and “fake” represents the garnished information. The right oxygen-sensitive probe (OSP) and
oxygen-permeable matrix (OPM) combination takes charge of the first level of security. The different luminescence lifetime mask forms the second
level of security, and information decryption based on oxygen-concentration-related lifetime reading systems represents the third level of security.
The closed/open lock indicates the status of the decryption process.
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information security. The decryption process only uses gaseous
oxygen from air that is safe and does not cause any damage to
the sample. Therefore, this AC technique is very suitable for
highly secured circumstances with repeated checking.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The new highly secured luminescent AC patterns were created
on a piece of Kraft paper via inkjet printing technology. Figure
S1 shows three color ink tanks of a commercially available
inkjet printer color cartridge filled with two different oxygen-
sensitive luminescent inks and a mask fluorescent ink,
respectively. The magenta color ink (M-ink) tank was filled
with cocktails made from the fluorescent oxygen probe
platinum(II) meso-tetra(pentafluorophenyl)porphyrin
(PtTFPP), ethyl cellulose (EC), and a mixed solvent
composed of ethanol and glycerol. The ink tank with yellow
color label (Y-ink) was filled with luminescent ink prepared
from PtTFPP, polyurethane hydrogel (type D4), and the
mixture solvent. The cyan color ink (C-ink) tank was filled
with the green fluorescent dye GD2012, EC, and the mixture
solvent. Both M-ink and Y-ink display oxygen-sensitive
luminescence. The C-ink contains oxygen-insensitive dye
with short lifetime in the nanosecond range, which is used as
a fluorescence color mask. The excitation and emission spectra
of three inks were shown in the Supporting Information
(Figure S2). It is obvious that all inks can be efficiently excited
using a 375 nm UV LED. In order to make the cocktails inkjet
printable, we have carefully tailored the viscosity of the
solution by adjusting the concentration of polymers and
solvents. Results show that the use of ethanol and glycerol at a
ratio of 6.0:2.8 (v/v) results in suitable viscosity at 10.8 mPa S,
which suits the inkjet printer well. Solutions with higher
viscosity cause nozzle clogging, while lower viscosities decrease
the brightness of the luminescent patterns.
The refilled color cartridges (the detailed refilling process is

described in the Supporting Information) were then installed
into a Hewlett-Packard Deskjet printer. A model pattern
(Figure 2a) was drawn using Adobe Photoshop CC software in
the CYMK color mode and was then printed on the Kraft
paper using the inkjet printer equipped with the refilled
cartridge. As shown in Figure 2b, the printed pattern is almost
invisible to the naked eye under ambient light. However, when
the paper was placed under 365 nm UV light, the created

luminescent patterns show vivid green color and pale red color
in the middle (Figure 2c). The green fluorescence is emitted
by GD2012 dye and the red color luminescence by PtTFPP
which is highly photostable and yet highly susceptible to
quenching by oxygen (Figure S3). Figure 2d shows the
microscopic image of a section of the printed pattern. The
spatial resolution of the printed luminescent line is as good as
commercial inks (Figure S4), which proves that the tailed
luminescent ink has excellent printing properties. A surface
tension study showed that the ink has a relatively small contact
angle on PET film substrates (∼20 degrees, Table S1), which
further contributes to the high spatial resolution.
The printed AC pattern was then immersed into an oxygen-

free aqueous solution to study its oxygen response. As shown
in Figure 2e, the red region (Flower of life and the geometrical
figure) of the AC pattern becomes much brighter than in air-
saturated solution (Figure 2f). A more detailed contrast can be
observed from the pseudo color images of the red channel
(Figure S5), indicating that the AC pattern has sensitive
oxygen response.
The long luminescence lifetime of the OSP makes

information further secured via lifetime encryption. The
time-gated readout of the AC pattern (acquired at a delay
time of 800 ns) only showed the oxygen-sensitive section, and
the short-lived fluorescence (typically average lifetime of 6 ns,
green part in Figure 2c) completely disappears (Figure 2g).
The oxygen-response characteristic of the pattern made the
time-gated lifetime image become brighter at lower oxygen
concentration (Figure 2h), which offers another AC feature.
Additionally, the oxygen response of the AC pattern is fully
reversible (Video S1 in the Supporting Information), which
makes it suitable for AC applications where repeated checking
is required. All these features make the AC technique highly
safe and well matched with characteristics of the third-
generation luminescent patterns.
However, this AC measure at this stage still highly relies on

the luminescent OSP itself, and counterfeiters can easily find
alternatives to mimic all these features, such as using
ruthenium complexes and metalloporphyrins. This challenge
was solved by introducing a combinatorial chemistry strategy.
Decades of innovation in oxygen sensing have resulted in
numerous OSPs and OPMs as summarized in our review.69

Because of the uneven distribution of OSP in OPM and the
nonuniform accessibility of oxygen molecules, almost all
optical oxygen sensors exhibit nonlinear oxygen response.70

The nonlinear feature of the quenching plot or Stern−Volmer
plot makes any combination of OSPs and OPMs unique, and
both the OSP and OPM can be used for encryption. The large
number of OSPs and OPMs results in millions of different
possible combinations. These can be further extended by using
OPM mixtures or tailoring oxygen permeability via synthesiz-
ing block copolymers. Unlike the third-generation AC patterns
that employ only the luminescent materials, the new
generation of AC patterns utilized the combination of both
the luminescent OSPs and OPMs to fight against counter-
feiting. Even if the chemical structures of OSPs are accidentally
acquired by counterfeiters, it is still extremely difficult to find
the right OPM to match the oxygen-sensitive behavior of the
genuine AC pattern because OPMs are available in large
varieties, molecular weights, and compositions.
The uniqueness of the oxygen-concentration-dependent AC

technique was demonstrated by using two AC patterns. They
were printed using a combination of C-M inks and C-Y inks

Figure 2. (a) Model pattern drawn in Adobe Photoshop software in
the CYMK color mode. Printed patterns on Kraft paper exposed to
(b) ambient light and (c) 365 nm UV light in air. (d) The spatial
resolution of luminescent printing. Photographs of the printed
patterns captured (e) in oxygen-free water and (f) in air-saturated
deionized water under UV light (365 nm). Time-gated image of the
luminescent pattern (g) in air and (h) in oxygen-free atmosphere with
a delay time of 800 ns after turning off the 375 nm UV LED.
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(denoted as C-M and C-Y patterns, respectively). Figure S6 in
the Supporting Information shows that both the C-M and C-Y
patterns display strong but quite different oxygen response.
The red luminescence image of the C-M pattern faded more
rapidly with the increase of oxygen concentration than that of
the C-Y pattern. At ambient atmosphere, the red part is
invisible, and only the green oxygen-insensitive part is
displayed. In contrast, both the red and green parts in the
C-Y pattern are well visible when oxygen concentration in the
gas is as high as 50% (v/v). This is consistent with the lower
oxygen sensitivity of PtTFPP in polyurethane hydrogel (Figure
S7).
The quenching of luminescence by molecular oxygen

influences not only the brightness of the AC patterns but
also their luminescence lifetimes. Figure 3 shows the

luminescence lifetimes of the two AC patterns at different
oxygen concentrations. As shown in Figure 3a and Figure S8,
the luminescence lifetimes of both patterns decrease at
elevated oxygen concentration but with significantly different
behaviors. The corresponding Stern−Volmer plots (Figure 3b)
show different quenchabilities, with τ0/τ100 (lifetimes at 0%
and 100% of oxygen in gas) of 13.1 and 6.7, respectively. The
fitting curves using the two-site model showed clearly
nonlinear behavior as confirmed by the different Stern−
Volmer parameters listed in the inset table in Figure 3b. The
luminescence lifetimes of both patterns were imaged using our
recently reported rapid phosphorescent lifetime imaging
(rPLIM) technique.71,72

The luminescence lifetime images shown in pseudo color in
Figures 3c and 3d further prove the different oxygen-sensing
behaviors of the AC patterns. This unique nonlinear behavior
of OSP and OPM combination opens a further gate for
creating highly secured AC patterns. Because the luminescence
lifetime and oxygen concentration in the genuine AC pattern
are precisely matched, any changes in the OSP, OPM, and
oxygen concentration will result in significantly different

luminescence lifetimes. Information contained in this kind of
AC pattern will be impossible to decrypt unless the right
composition of OSP and OPM, the correct chemical stimulus
(here oxygen), the right oxygen concentration, and the right
luminescence lifetime value are provided. Since all these key
parameters are blind to counterfeiters, it is nearly impossible to
enumerate all possibilities. Additionally, the decryption only
utilizes gaseous oxygen or its blend with nitrogen, which does
not cause any damage to the AC patterns and is environ-
mentally friendly. The excellent stabilities at different chemical,
thermal, mechanical, and radiation conditions (Tables S2 and
S3) guarantee their practical applications. The fully reversible
oxygen-responsive feature made it suitable for repeated
security checks (Figure S9).
We further demonstrate the potential application of the

highly secured new AC technology. A square letter array in
Figure 4a was printed with oxygen-responsive luminescent

inks. Specifically, the protected information, for example, the
letters “C, H, E, M”, was printed using the Y-ink, and the other
letters were printed using the M-ink. This letter array was
covered with a pattern printed using the C-ink, as shown in
Figure 4a. The created AC pattern is nearly invisible under
ambient light. Shining 365 nm UV light on the AC pattern,
only the green fluorescence from the C-ink is displayed, and
the letter array is completely invisible (Figure 4b). Once the
pattern is read by a time-gated imaging device with a delay
time of 800 ns, the short-lived green fluorescence is completely
decayed, leaving only the letter array with long luminescence
lifetime (Figure 4c). However, even at this already highly
secured level, the right encrypted information (letters “C, H, E,
M”) is still hidden in the long luminescence lifetime letter
array, and it is created to combat sophisticated counterfeiters.
The oxygen responses of the Y-ink and M-ink are differently
nonlinear. Hence, one may decipher the correct information
via reading the right luminescence lifetime at a given oxygen
concentration. For example, at oxygen concentration of 5%,
the letters printed using the Y-ink have a luminescence lifetime
of 45 μs, and that of M-ink has a luminescence lifetime of 30
μs. Once the right lifetime value of 44−47 μs is fed in the
lifetime imaging device, the correct encrypted information
“CHEM” becomes displayed (Figure 4d). The input of other
lifetimes will only display wrong information as shown in

Figure 3. (a) Luminescence lifetime responses of C-Y (black) and C-
M (red) patterns at different oxygen concentrations and (b) the
corresponding Stern−Volmer plots (two-site model). Stern−Volmer

equation: = +τ
τ + * [ ]

−
+ * [ ]

f
K

f
K1 O
1

1 O0 1 2 2 2
.70 Luminescence lifetime

images (in pseudo color) of (c) the C-Y pattern and (d) the C-M
pattern.

Figure 4. (a) Schematic illustration of the inkjet printing process of
oxygen-responsive anticounterfeiting patterns. (b) Photographs of the
patterns captured under 365 nm UV light in air. (c) Image obtained
by a time-gated imaging device with a delay time of 800 ns. (d)
Multilevel deciphering process of the new AC technology, counter-
feiters needed to provide the information on lifetime reading mode,
oxygen concentration, and the right lifetime values to read the correct
encrypted information (here the letters “CHEM”).
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Figure S10 in the Supporting Information. There is a strict
one-to-one correspondence between the input luminescence
lifetime and oxygen concentration. Even if a counterfeiter
happened to know the lifetime value, the proper oxygen
concentration to read the correct information is unlikely to be
known (Figure S11). This multilevel decryption process makes
the protected information highly secure since counterfeiters
should decipher all the following defenses to obtain the
encrypted information: (1) the composition of AC patterns
(thousands of combinations), (2) the right chemical stimulus
(here oxygen), (3) the right oxygen concentration, and (4) the
right input of luminescence lifetime value in the lifetime
imaging device. As the composition of AC pattern, oxygen
concentration, and luminescence lifetime are in a precise one-
to-one match mode, counterfeiting the new AC pattern is
likened to finding a needle in a haystack. It is nearly impossible
(even for sophisticated counterfeiters) to enumerate all
possibilities to break all four security defenses. In the worst
scenario, the information can be kept secure when all
decryption elements are deciphered. Due to the nonlinear
behavior of the oxygen-sensitive inks, the oxygen concentration
and corresponding unique luminescence lifetime value can be
immediately changed (Figure S12), which is beneficial for on-
site recheck. It should be noted here that the inputted lifetime
range (44−47 μs) in this example is mainly due to the
Gaussian distribution of measured lifetimes in the image
(Figure S13). It is possible to input a single lifetime value in
the lifetime imaging device, but the luminescent pattern will
become difficult to read because of the lack of pixels at a given
lifetime value. However, the inputted lifetime range can be
narrowed down by increasing the brightness and signal-to-
noise ratio of the printed luminescent pattern.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we provide an attractive solution to combat
counterfeiting by utilizing combinatorial chemistry along with
concentration-dependent stimulus-responsive AC technology.
AC patterns created via this new technique are highly secured
and almost impossible to be duplicated, not the least because
of the enormously large number of combinations of OSPs and
OPMs. The nonlinear oxygen-responsive feature of oxygen
sensors made its composition, luminescence lifetime readout
range, and oxygen concentration in precise one-to-one
correspondence. Any variations will cause failure in author-
ization. The new AC technology does not rely on the use of
luminescent materials only but also on the polymer matrix that
is embedding the luminescent materials, the gas concentration
in the deciphering environment, and the information-reading
device. This makes it significantly different from previous
generations of AC techniques (Table S4). The strategy opens a
new gate to advanced AC technology. As the deciphering
process does not cause any damage to the protected object and
is fully reversible, the new technique has obvious applications
in highly secured areas.
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